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Abstract
Entity Resolution (ER) matches and merges records that
refer to the same real-world entities, and is typically a
compute-intensive process due to complex matching func-
tions and high data volumes. We present a family of al-
gorithms, D-Swoosh, for distributing the ER workload
across multiple processors. The algorithms use generic
match and merge functions, and ensure that new merged
records are distributed to processors that may have match-
ing records. We perform a detailed performance evalu-
ation, for cases where application knowledge can elimi-
nate some comparisons, and for cases where all records
must be matched. Our experiments use actual comparison
shopping data provided by Yahoo!.

1 Introduction
The process of Entity Resolution (ER) identifies records
that refer to the same real-world entity and merges
them. For example, in a comparison shopping applica-
tion, records arrive from different stores. Two records
r1 and r2 may refer to exactly the same product, e.g., an
iPod, but may not have a unique identifier that links them.
(For instance, each store may use a different identification
scheme, and in addition, product names, descriptions and
other fields may contain typos or may be missing.) If r1

and r2 match, i.e., are deemed to be “similar enough” that
they represent the same product, then it may be useful to
merge them into, say, r12, a “composite” of the original
records. Because r12 contains more information that r1

or r2 alone, it may now match other records that neither
r1 nor r2 match.

ER is usually a computationally expensive process.
First, there are often many records. In a comparison shop-
ping application, for instance, tens of millions of records
can be received daily from different merchants. Second,
the record comparisons that are performed are typically

expensive, as compared to, say, checking an equality pred-
icate in a join. For example, to compare records, we may
perform maximal common sub-sequence computations on
text fields. We may also look up values in large dictionar-
ies of canonical terms (e.g., to map “Bobby” to “Robert”).
We may also need to do language or character set transla-
tions on some fields.

There are generally two ways to deal with the extremely
high computational load of ER: One is to “partition” the
problem using semantic knowledge and the other is to
exploit multiple processors. As an example of partition-
ing, we can divide our product records (in the compari-
son shopping application) by category (CDs, MP3 play-
ers, cameras, etc.), and then only try to match records in
the same category (possibly with some overlap between
partitions, e.g., if products have multiple categories). Here
we are using the knowledge that records in different cate-
gories will never match. Of course, in some applications
we may not have such knowledge, or we may not be will-
ing to assume that the categorization is perfect. But even
with semantic knowledge, there may still be many com-
parisons to perform because the resulting categories or
buckets are still relatively large. Thus, we believe that
the second option, parallelism, will be essential in many
applications. In this paper we focus on techniques for dis-
tributing the ER process over multiple processors, both
for the case where we have no semantic knowledge, and
the case where we have ways of partitioning the problem.

A majority of the work on ER to date has been done in
the context of a specific application, e.g., resolving author
or customer records. Thus, it is often hard to general-
ize the results, i.e., it is hard to separate the application-
specific techniques from the ideas that could be used in
other contexts. To clearly separate the application details
from the generic ER processing, in this paper we encapsu-
late the record matching and merging into two black-box
functions. The match function takes as input two records,
and decides if they represent the same real-world entity.
The match function may compute similarities between the
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two records (and perhaps other records), but eventually
it must decide if the two records should be merged. If
records are to be combined, the merge function is called
to generate a new composite record.

Note that by encapsulating match and merge, we
are separating accuracy issues from performance issues.
From our perspective, accuracy (i.e., if the composite
records are “correct”) is a function of the match and merge
functions, which we are given. Our job is only to invoke
these functions as few times as necessary, and to distribute
the work of evaluating the functions across processors.

Overview of Our Approach

To motivate our approach, and to illustrate some of the
challenges faced, consider the following simple example.
Say we have 6 input records, r0 through r5. Figure 1
shows one possible ER outcome for this example, assum-
ing we run on a single processor. After comparing the
input records, we discover that r0 and r3 match, so they
are merged into r6. The new record then matches with
r4; the resulting merged record is r8. In this example,
r2 and r5 also merge, into record r7. The final answer is
{r1, r7, r8}, where none of these records match any fur-
ther.

Figure 1: A sample run of Entity Resolution

The matches in our example could have been found in
a different order, e.g., perhaps r0 and r4 are merged first,
and then with r3. In this paper we will assume that the
order of merging does not impact the final outcome, and
that the records that went into a composite record can be
deleted from the final answer. (The precise properties are
given in Section 2.) However, it is important to note that
if these properties do not hold, our distributed algorithms
can be extended in a straightforward way (for example,
we would not delete records after they merge).

Say we want to distribute this ER processing over three
processors, P0, P1 and P2. The problem is analogous to
performing a distributed self-join: we wish to distribute
the records to the processors so that the comparisons are

done in parallel. However, there are two important differ-
ences with joins:

• With a join, the match function is simple and known,
so we can exploit this knowledge. For example, if
the common join attribute is X , we can distribute
records with X < 10 to one processor, those with
X ≥ 10 to another, and comparisons will be local-
ized to one processor. With ER, we may not know
anything about the match function, so we need to de-
velop mechanisms that work in general.

• With ER, unlike joins, there is a “feedback” loop
where merged records need to be re-distributed and
compared to other records.

To address theses issues, we use a general distribution
function we call scope. That is, scope(ri) gives us the set
of processors where ri will be sent. For example, Fig-
ure 2 shows one possible scope function. Note that this
scope function can be expressed by scope(ri) = {Pj , Pk}
where j = i mod 3, and k = (i + 1) mod 3

P0 P1 P2

r0 r0

r1 r1

r2 r2

r3 r3

r4 r4

r5 r5

r6 r6

r7 r7

r8 r8

Figure 2: One possible scope function

Notice that for every pair of records, there is at least
one processor that has both records. For example, the pair
r0, r2 is at P0, and the pair r0, r3 is at P0 and P1. Thus, if
each processor executes all match comparisons on records
in its scope, we will not miss any comparisons. Our al-
gorithm will proceed by distributing the input records to
processors using the scope function. Then each processor
will apply the match function to the pairs of records it has.

Of course, with this scheme we may perform redun-
dant comparisons, e.g., in our case, the r0, r3 comparisons
would be performed by both P0 and P1. To avoid redun-
dant comparisons we also introduce a responsible func-
tion (denoted resp): processor Pk will apply the match
function to ri and rj only if it is in the scope of both
records, and resp(Pk, ri, rj) is true. Intuitively, the re-
sponsible function needs to compute the set of processors
that will have both ri and rj , and then deterministically
choose one of them, without overloading some proces-
sors. Since the responsible function typically performs
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simple arithmetic (or more basic) operations, it is much
cheaper to compute than the match function, and hence
the saving can be significant. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we
provide several instances of scope and resp functions.

When a processor finds a match among its records, it
computes the merged record and distributes it so that the
new record is compared against all existing records. Thus,
scope and responsible functions should work with merged
records, and guarantee that no matches are missed. How-
ever, even with a good responsible function, it will be im-
possible to avoid all redundant work due to the concurrent
execution of related comparisons. To illustrate, suppose
that three records ri, rj and rk all match pairwise. Say
that processor P0 is responsible for the ri, rj comparison,
processor P1 for the ri, rk pair, and P2 for the rj , rk pair.
Each processor in parallel will discover a match and will
merge its pair of records. The three resulting records, rij ,
rik and rjk are distributed, and compared again, and each
pair of the new records could be the responsibility of a
different processor. Each of these processors will then in-
dependently compute the same merged record rijk (recall
that merge order is not important). Thus, rijk is gener-
ated three times. Our algorithm will eventually remove
the duplicate copies, but we have performed more work
than necessary to get rijk. Depending on the timing of
events, some of the redundant work may be avoided, but
there is always the potential for redundancy. As a mat-
ter of fact, adding processors beyond some limit may be
counter productive, as it may lead to more redundant work
and more communication overhead. One of our goals here
is to empirically study these issues, and to evaluate how
much redundant work may be done in practice.

If we have semantic knowledge, we may develop scope
and responsible functions that reduce the number of com-
parisons, analogous to what is done with joins. For in-
stance, if product records can only match if their “price”
attribute is numerically close, we can design a scope func-
tion that assigns records to processors by price, so a pro-
cessor only gets records whose price is close. We discuss
scope and resp functions that exploit semantic knowledge
in Section 4.2.
In summary, the contributions we make are:

• We define the problem of distributed entity resolu-
tion, for the case where black-box match and merge
functions are used (Section 3).

• We present a generic, distributed algorithm, D-
Swoosh, that runs ER on multiple processors using
scope and responsible functions, and computes the
correct answer (Section 3.2).

• We suggest a variety of scope and responsible func-
tions, some for scenarios with no semantic knowl-
edge, others that exploit knowledge that often arises
in ER applications (Section 4).

• We present metrics to evaluate distributed ER, and
conduct a detailed evaluation of D-Swoosh and the
various scope and responsibility functions, using
comparison shopping data provided by Yahoo! (Sec-
tion 5.

Background material is given in Section 2, and related
work is presented in Section 6. Section 7 is our conclu-
sion.

2 Preliminaries
We first define our generic setting for ER; additional de-
tails can be found in [2]. We are given a set of records
R = {r1, . . . , rn} to be resolved. The match function
M(ri, rj) evaluates to true if records ri and rj are deemed
to represent the same real-world entity. As shorthand we
write ri ≈ rj . If ri ≈ rj , a merge function generates
〈ri, rj〉, the composite of ri and rj .

Match and merge functions are usually not arbitrary,
and may satisfy the following four simple properties:

• Commutativity: ∀r1, r2, r1 ≈ r2 iff r2 ≈ r1, and if
r1 ≈ r2, then 〈r1, r2〉 = 〈r2, r1〉.

• Reflexivity/Idempotence: ∀r, r ≈ r and 〈r, r〉 = r.

• Merge representativity: If r3 = 〈r1, r2〉 then for any
r4 s.t. r1 ≈ r4, we also have r3 ≈ r4.

• Merge associativity: ∀r1, r2, r3 such that both
〈r1, 〈r2, r3〉〉 and 〈〈r1, r2〉, r3〉 exist, 〈r1, 〈r2, r3〉〉 =
〈〈r1, r2〉, r3〉.

As discussed in [2], if these properties do not hold, the
entity resolution problem becomes much more expensive.
For instance, without associativity we must consider all
possible orders in which records may match and merge.
In a sense the solution will not be “consistent” because
there can be multiple composite records that can be de-
rived from the same matching records. Because of these
problems, there is a strong incentive for programmers to
design match and merge functions that satisfy the above
properties. Thus, in this paper we focus on applications
where these properties hold. However, as noted earlier,
the algorithms we present can be extended to perform the
additional comparisons required if the properties do not
hold.

During entity resolution, we may generate merged
records that do not carry additional information, relative
to other records. For instance, say records ri, rj , rk have
merged into record rijk (via two merges). In this case
we no longer need records ri, rij , or any other records
derived from a subset of {ri, rj , rk}. We call the unnec-
essary records dominated.
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Definition 2.1 Given two records, r1 and r2, we say that
r1 is dominated by r2, denoted r1 ≤ r2 if 〈r1, r2〉 = r2.

One can easily verify that domination is a partial order
on records. We are now ready to define the entity resolu-
tion problem:

Definition 2.2 Given a set of input records R, an Entity
Resolution of R, denoted ER(R) is a set of records such
that:

• Any record in ER(R) is derived (through merges)
from records in R;

• Any record that can be derived from R is either in
ER(R), or is dominated by a record in ER(R);

• No two records in ER(R) match, and no record in
ER(R) is dominated by any other.

In [2], we show that the entity resolution of I is unique,
and provide R-Swoosh, an optimal algorithm for perform-
ing entity resolution on a single processor. R-Swoosh
incrementally processes the input records, while main-
taining a set R′ of (so far) non-dominated, non-matching
records. R-Swoosh performs a merge as soon as a pair
of matching records is found, puts the obtained record
back into the input set R, and deletes the pair of matching
records immediately.

To illustrate the operation of R-Swoosh, consider a
run on the instance of our initial example, supposing the
records are processed in the order of their identifiers. We
take r0 and compare it against records in R′. Since R′

is initially empty, there are no matches with r0, so r0

is moved to R′. Next, r1 is compared against records
in R′, i.e., against r0. In our example (Figure 1), there
are no matches, so r1 is also moved to R′. Record r2 is
moved to R′ in a similar fashion. When r3 is compared
against R′, we discover that r0 and r3 match. Therefore,
r6 = 〈r0, r3〉 is added to R, and r0, r3 are removed. Next,
r4 is processed and added to R′, r5 is processed gener-
ating r7 = 〈r2, r5〉, which is added into R; r6 is pro-
cessed generating r8 = 〈r4, r6〉 into R. The remaining R
records are processed and moved to R′. At the end, R′

holds ER(R) = {r1, r7, r8}.
In [2], we also give a variant of the algorithm, F-

Swoosh, that efficiently caches the results of value com-
parisons.

3 Distributed ER
In this section, we extend the R-Swoosh sequential algo-
rithm for generic ER to be distributed, in order to run in
parallel on multiple processors. We start by defining the
primitives needed to capture distribution, then present the
algorithm.

3.1 Distribution Primitives
Our p processors are P = {P0, . . . , Pp−1}. As mentioned
in the introduction, we introduce a “scope” function to
distribute records across processors and a “responsible”
predicate to reduce redundant work, by deciding which
processors are responsible for which comparisons. These
are defined formally as follows.

Definition 3.1 A scope function is a function fromR, the
domain of records to 2P that assigns to each record r a
subset scope(r) of the processors. A responsible pred-
icate is a Boolean predicate over P × R × R. When
resp(Pi, r, r

′) = true, we say that processor Pi is re-
sponsible for the pair of records (r, r′). Scope and resp
satisfy the following “coverage” property.
Coverage property: For any pair of matching records
r, r′, there exists at least one processor Pi such that
Pi ∈ scope(r) ∩ scope(r′) and resp(Pi, r, r

′) = true.

Interestingly, the coverage property is related to the dis-
tributed mutual exclusion problem [8]. We can think of
record r as a process that “locks” the processors in its
scope. Since r′ also locks its scope, and since scope(r) ∩
scope(r′) is not empty, then r and r′ are mutually ex-
cluded. Thus, requiring scopes to intersect (so every pair
of matching records is compared) is equivalent to requir-
ing the locks to conflict at least one processor. Any co-
terie [11] used for mutual exclusion can hence be used for
guaranteeing coverage in our context. However, we only
want coteries that distribute the workload evenly, since we
are doing expensive record comparisons and not locking.

Distributed Computing Model

We make the standard assumptions about our distributed
computing model: First, we assume that no messages ex-
changed between processors are lost. Second, that mes-
sages sent from a processor to another are received in the
same order as they are sent, and processed in that same
order (this can be achieved easily by numbering the mes-
sages). Finally, that processors are able to use some exist-
ing distributed termination detection technique to detect
that they are all in an idle state (see, e.g., [6]).

3.2 The D-Swoosh Algorithm
We are now ready to give our general algorithm for dis-
tributed ER. The algorithm of Figure 1 asynchronously
runs a variant of the R-Swoosh algorithm at each pro-
cessor Pi. Initially, each Pi receives the records in its
scope. Each Pi maintains a set R′

i of non-dominated, non-
matching records. The processor also keeps a set Di of the
records it knows have been deleted.

When a new (added) record r is received by Pi, it is suc-
cessively compared to every record r′ in R′

i, provided Pi
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is responsible for that comparison. If a match is found, the
matching records are merged immediately, and messages
are sent to the relevant processors (identified through the
scope function) instructing them to add or delete records.
If no match is found, then r is added to R′

i.
Note that if the new merged record 〈r, r′〉 is identical to

either r or r′, then not all the messages are sent out. Fur-
thermore, if 〈r, r′〉 is equal to r, the record we are process-
ing, we continue processing r. If no match is found with
any of the R′

i records, r is added to R′
i. The algorithm ter-

minates when all processors have resolved all the records
in their scope, and the messages they sent have been re-
ceived and processed. The final answer is the union of the
R′

i sets at the processors.
To illustrate, we run D-Swoosh on our 6 record exam-

ple dataset. Recall that our example scope function (Fig-
ure 2) assigns to P0 records {r0, r2, r3, r5}, while P1 gets
{r0, r1, r3, r4} and P2 gets {r1, r2, r4, r5}. Let us focus
on the actions at P0. Say P0 is responsible for the r0, r3

comparison, but not the r2, r5 one. When P0 merges
r0, r3 into r6, it sends−(r0),−(r3) messages to itself and
P1 (the processors that have these records in their scope).
It also sends +(r6) to the processors in scope(r6), i.e., P0

and P1.
In the meantime, P0 will be getting messages from

other processors. For example, the processor responsible
for the pair r2, r5 will send to P0 messages −(r2), −(r5)
when those records merge. As the messages arrive at P0,
they are processed. For instance, when the−(r2) message
arrives at P0, record r2 is removed from R′

0, if it is there.
Note that r2 may not be in R′

0, e.g., the initial +(r2) mes-
sage may not have arrived. This is why the−(r2) message
is “remembered” in the set D0: when r2 finally arrives, it
will be ignored because r2 is in D0. Records r6 and r4

will be merged at processor P1 to form r8, +(r8) will be
sent to processors r0 and r2.

Theorem 3.2 Given a set of records R, the D-Swoosh al-
gorithm terminates and computes ER(R).

Proof In [2], we show that given a set of records R,
ER(R) can be computed by any maximal derivation se-
quence of R. A derivation sequence is a sequence of
merge steps (addition of a merged record) and purge steps
(deletion of a dominated record). A derivation sequence
is maximal if no additional merge or purge steps can be
performed.

To prove the correctness of D-Swoosh, we show that it
computes a maximal derivation sequence of the set I =
W ∪

⋃
Pi

R′
i, where W is the set of all records pending

processing at any of the processors. Since I is initially
equal to R and W = ∅when the algorithm terminates, this
will effectively establish the correctness of D-Swoosh.

We first prove that each event handled by a processor
corresponds either to a merge or a purge step on I , or

input: A set R of records
output: A set R′ of records

Initialization:
∀Pi, R′

i ← ∅
∀Pi, Di ← ∅
∀r ∈ R send(+(r), Pi) to every processor Pi in S(r)

on receive(+(r), Pi):
if r not in (R′

i ∪Di) then
for all records r′ in R′

i s.t. resp(Pi, r, r
′) do

if r ≈ r′ then
r′′ ← 〈r, r′〉
if r′′ = r then
∀Pj ∈ scope(r′), send(−(r′), Pj)

else
if r′′ 6= r′ then
∀Pj ∈ scope(r′), send(−(r′), Pj)
∀Pj ∈ scope(r′′), send(+(r′′), Pj)

end if
∀Pj ∈ scope(r), send(−(r), Pj)
exit +(r) handler

end if
end if

end for
add r to R′

i

end if

on receive(−(r), Pi):
remove r from R′

i if present
add r to Di

Termination:
Detect that all processes are idle
return ∪PiR

′
i

Algorithm 1: The D-Swoosh distributed ER algorithm
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keeps I unchanged. We then prove that the derivation se-
quence is maximal, and that the algorithm terminates.

When processor Pi handles a +(r) message, r is either
added to R′

i or a −(r) message is sent to one or more
processors. In both cases, r remains in I . If r matches a
record r′ in R′

i, the two records are merged into r′′, and
+(r′′) is sent to one or more processors (hence added to
W ). In case r′′ was not present in I before (e.g., at some
other processor), the algorithm has performed a merge
step: a record obtained by merging two records previously
present in I is added to I .

When processor Pi handles a −(r) message, r is re-
moved from R′

i, hence r is removed from I if no other
processor still has r or is waiting to process r. It is easy
to see that −(r) messages are only sent when r is known
to be dominated by another record in I . Therefore, if r is
effectively removed from I , the algorithm has performed
a purge step.

D-Swoosh performs a sequence of merge and purge
steps on I , and therefore computes a correct derivation
sequence of I . We must now show that the derivation
sequence is maximal, i.e., once I stops evolving, no fur-
ther merge or purge step is possible. We will then show
that the algorithm terminates. Observe that for any record
r, all messages relevant to r (+(r) or −(r)) are sent ex-
actly to the set of processors in scope(r). Therefore the
only processors to ever manipulate r are precisely those
in scope(r).

Suppose I does not evolve anymore, and a merge step is
still possible, say between records r1 and r2. W.l.o.g. we
can assume that r1 and r2 are not dominated by any other
records in I . Therefore a +(r1) (resp. +(r2)) message is
received at some point by all the processors in scope(r1)
(resp. scope(r2)). By the coverage property, one of the
processors in the intersection of these scopes (say, Pi) is
responsible for the pair (r1, r2). Upon receiving the first
of these two records (say, r1), Pi adds r1 to Ri, because
it is not dominated. When Pi receives r2, it compares it
with r1 and performs the merge step, a contradiction.

Suppose now that I does not evolve, but a purge step is
possible, say record r1 is dominated by record r2. Again,
by the coverage property r1 and r2 are handled by at least
one processor Pi. Processor Pi must send −(r1) to all
processors in scope(r1). After all processors have han-
dled this message, r1 is not in W . Moreover, r1 is not
present in any of the R′

i sets, and cannot reappear because
it was added to the Di sets. Therefore, the purge step
would effectively have been performed, again a contra-
diction.

No merge or purge step is possible on the final state of
I , hence the algorithm computes a maximal derivation se-
quence. We now show that the algorithm terminates. Ob-
serve that after the algorithm has computed the maximal
derivation sequence, no two records may match. Indeed,

if two records match, then a merge or purge step would
necessarily follow, a contradiction. As a consequence, no
more “send” messages are exchanged by processors. Any
record in W disappears from there once it has been pro-
cessed by all the processors in its scope. W eventually
becomes empty, and all processors become idle, hence the
algorithm terminates. �

Lineage Optimisation

The algorithm presented above can be improved by con-
sidering the lineage of records, i.e., their derivation his-
tory. The properties of the match and merge functions en-
tail that some pairs of records can be determined to match
without even comparing them, just by looking at the sets
of records they were respectively derived from.

More precisely, let the base of r, be the set of original
records r was derived from. base(r) = {r} for input
records, and if r = 〈r1, r2〉, then base(r) = base(r1) ∪
base(r2). The following properties can be shown to hold:

• If base(r1) ⊆ base(r2) then r1 ≤ r2 (in particular,
two records with the same base are identical).

• If base(r1) ∩ base(r2) 6= ∅ then r1 ≈ r2.

The first property means that if a record r1 was derived
from a subset of the records a record r2 was derived from,
then r1 is dominated by r2. The second property says that
if r1 and r2 have some base records in common, then they
are known to match and can be merged right away.

The D-Swoosh algorithm does not even need to be
modified to leverage this lineage information. In fact, for
each record r, base(r) can be kept as an extra attribute.
The match function can be replaced by a new match func-
tion that first checks for a non-empty intersection on the
bases of records, and only if the intersection is empty eval-
uates the original match function. Similarly, the merge
function can be extended to check for an inclusion rela-
tionship (and return the non-dominated record immedi-
ately) and to construct the base of merged records.

4 Choosing scope and resp
We now consider particular scope and resp functions to
distribute the ER work among a set of processors. We start
with strategies that are always applicable because they do
not make any extra assumptions, then turn to strategies
which exploit existing semantic knowledge.

4.1 Strategies Without Domain Knowledge
In this section, we consider strategies in which we do
not have any a priori domain knowledge about records,
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and therefore must consider all possible matches between
records. Our goal will be to distribute the work evenly
across processors, while trying to reduce communications
and redundant computations. We present three schemes:
full replication, majority (which generalizes our initial ex-
ample) and grid. We do not prove it here, but it is not
difficult to see that the scope and resp functions given in
Tables 1, 2, and 3 satisfy the coverage property of Defini-
tion 3.1.

Table 1 Full Replication Scheme
Scope of ri:

Cardinality: p
for l := 0 to p− 1, processor Pl is in scope(ri).

Records ri, rj at:
Number of overlap processors: m = p;
for l := 0 to m− 1, processor Pl in scope of both ri and rj .

Resp(Pk, ri, rj) = true if k = min(i, j) mod p.

Table 2 Majority Scheme
Notation:

Number of buckets: B;
Total number of processors: p = B;
Record ri hashes to bucket x; record rj to bucket y;
Assume x ≥ y.

Scope of ri:
Cardinality: bp/2c+ 1;
for k := x to x + bp/2c (modulo p),

processor Pk is in scope(ri).
Records ri, rj at:

Case (a): x− y < p/2;
Distance: d = (x− y) mod p;
Number of overlap processors: m = (bp/2c+ 1)− d;
for k := x to x + m− 1 (mod p),

processor Pk is in scope of both ri and rj ;
Resp(Pk, ri, rj) = true if k = x + (min(i, j)) mod m).

Case (b): x− y > p/2;
Reverse x and y in equations for case (a).

Case (c): x− y = p/2;
Number of overlap processors: m = 2;
Processors Px and Py are in scope of both ri and rj ;
Resp(Pk, ri, rj) = true if

(min(i, j) is even and k = x) OR
(min(i, j) is odd and k = y).

Full Replication Scheme

In the full replications scheme, records are sent to all
p processors. The scheme is defined is Table 1, using
the same style that will be used for the other schemes.
To select the processor that is responsible for comparing
records ri and rj , we select the smallest of the two in-
dexes, i or j, and use it to identify the processor. If records

Table 3 Grid Scheme
Notation:

Number of buckets: B;
Total number of processors: p = B(B + 1)/2;
If i ≥ j, processor Pi,j is processor Pk,

where k = i + jp− j(j + 1)/2;
If i < j, processor Pi,j is processor Pj,i;
Record ri hashes to bucket x; record rj to bucket y.

Scope of ri:
Cardinality: B;
for k := 0 to B − 1, processor Px,k is in scope(ri).

Records ri, rj at:
Number of overlap processors:

If x 6= y then m = 1 else m = B;
If x 6= y then processor Px,y is in scope of both ri and rj ;
If x = y then scope(ri)= scope(rj).

Resp(Pk, ri, rj) = true if Pk = Px,y .

identifiers are evenly distributed, this scheme ensures that
each processor has a similar number of pairs to compare.

The full replication scheme clearly has a high storage
overhead, so our next two schemes will reduce storage
costs. However, as shown by our experiments (Section 5),
full replication has benefits under some of the other met-
rics we consider.

Majority Scheme

The majority scheme (Table 2) generalizes the scope and
resp functions we used in the introduction, from 3 to an
arbitrary number p of processors. The essential idea is that
if any record has a scope that consists of more than half
(i.e., a majority) of the processors, then any pair of records
will share at least one common processor in their scopes.
We also generalize the resp function such that any pair of
record is the responsibility of exactly one processor. With
the majority scheme, every processor receives and stores
about half of the records in the dataset.

P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

b0 b0 b0 b0

b1 b1 b1 b1

b2 b2 b2 b2

b3 b3 b3 b3

b4 b4 b4 b4

b5 b5 b5 b5

b6 b6 b6 b6

Figure 3: Scope for the majority scheme

Figure 3 illustrates the majority scheme with p = 7
processors. The records are partitioned into 7 buckets,
b0 through b6, using hashing or modulo arithmetic. Each
bucket bx is distributed to 4 processors, starting with pro-
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cessor x. Additional records would follow the same pat-
tern. For example, if r11 falls into bucket b4, the record is
sent to P4, P5, P6, and P0. Similarly, we see that proces-
sor P2 holds buckets b0, b1, b2 and b6.

As shown in Table 2, there are three cases to consider
in determining where the scopes of two records intersect.
For instance, consider two records in buckets b1 and b3

respectively. This situation corresponds to the first case
since x−y (i.e., the difference in bucket indexes) is 3−1,
which is less than half the processors. Here, the scopes
overlap at m = 2 processors: P3 and P4. The resp func-
tion then uses the smallest record identifier to select one
of these two processors.

Grid Scheme

With the grid scheme (Table 3), we again divide records
into B disjoint buckets. For this scheme, we require that
the number of processors be B(B + 1)/2, which corre-
sponds to the number of elements in half a matrix of size
B, including the diagonal. For B = 7 buckets, we need 28
processors, which are arranged as illustrated in Figure 4.

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6

b0 P0

b1 P1 P7

b2 P2 P8 P13

b3 P3 P9 P14 P18

b4 P4 P10 P15 P19 P22

b5 P5 P11 P16 P20 P23 P25

b6 P6 P12 P17 P21 P24 P26 P27

Figure 4: Processor arrangement in the grid scheme

For the scope, every record in bucket j is sent to the pro-
cessors that appear on the jth line and column of the (half)
matrix. For instance, in our example, records in bucket
3 are sent to processors {P3, P9, P14, P18, P19, P20, P21}.
Observe that processors on the diagonal get records from
exactly one bucket, while processors in other positions re-
ceive records from two buckets. For the resp function, the
processor at the intersection of the ith and jth column is
responsible for the pairs of records r, r′ such that one of
them is in bucket i and the other in bucket j. Hence, pro-
cessors on the diagonal are responsible for comparing all
the records in their scope, while other processors are only
responsible for the pairs of records in their scope which
belong to different buckets.

To illustrate, in our example, processor P18 has all the
records of bucket 3 in its scope, and is responsible for
comparing all of them pairwise. Processor P16 is at the in-
tersection of line 5 and column 2 in the matrix, and there-
fore has all records of both buckets 2 and 5, but is only
responsible for comparing the pairs belonging to different

buckets.
Note incidentally that with the grid scheme, the D-

Swoosh answer can be computed by taking the union of
the records held by the processors on the diagonal only.
This operation does not even require looking for duplicate
records, as these sets are disjoint.

We can show that the grid scheme is within a factor of at
most

√
2 of the initial storage costs of an optimal scheme,

when the number of buckets B is large. For large B, the
number of processors p = B(B +1)/2 approaches B2/2,
so B =

√
2p. With the grid, each of n input records is

copied to B processors, so the total initial storage cost is
n
√

2p (compared to np for the full replication scheme,
and n(bp/2c+ 1) for the majority scheme).

In a space optimal scheme, a processor that has x
records would perform at most all x2/2 comparisons if no
records match. For load balancing, each processor should
have the same number of records, so the total number of
comparisons across processors is at most px2/2. Since we
cannot miss any of the n2/2 comparisons which happen
among the initial records if no records match, we see that
x2 must be greater than or equal to n2/p, or x ≥ n/

√
p.

The total storage cost for the optimal scheme must be at
least this amount multiplied by p, or n

√
p. Thus, we see

that the grid is within a factor of
√

2 of the optimal scheme
for the initial storage cost.

Cost of the resp Function

In the introduction, we argued that calling the responsible
function is inexpensive. The functions we have presented
here are relatively cheap since they only involve simple
arithmetic. Furthermore, for the grid scheme, the resp
function can be checked simply by keeping the records
at a processor in two areas. In particular, for non-diagonal
processors (say, at position (i, j)), the set R′ can be kept
as two disjoint sets R′|i and R′|j holding the records that
belong to each of the buckets respectively. When a new
record arrives, it need only be compared to the records in
the opposite bucket. For processors on the diagonal, resp
is true for all pairs of records in the scope of the processor
(which are the only records the processor gets to process),
and hence can be skipped.

4.2 Strategies With Domain Knowledge
We now turn to strategies that use domain knowledge to
distribute ER computations across multiple processors.
Essentially, domain knowledge provides necessary con-
ditions for pairs of records to match. In our example com-
parison shopping application, we may know that prod-
ucts may match only if they are in related categories, or
if their prices are not too far apart. The key assumption
is that checking necessary conditions (e.g., whether two
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products are in the same category) is much cheaper than
invoking the full match function. With a single proces-
sor, the cost of ER can already be greatly reduced by only
comparing pairs of records that satisfy the necessary con-
ditions. This technique is widely used in a sequential set-
ting, and commonly referred to as “blocking” in the ER
literature [1].

With multiple processors, domain knowledge can be
even more beneficial because groups of records that are
known in advance not to match can be processed indepen-
dently (and in parallel) by different processors. For in-
stance, one processor can match the DVD records, another
the cameras, and so on, assuming that merged records re-
main in their same category.

Table 4 Groups Scheme
Notation:

Number of groups: G;
Total number of processors: p = G;
Processor Pk gets records in group gk;
Record ri is in set of groups X; record rj is in set Y .

Scope of ri:
Cardinality: |X|;
for all gk ∈ X , processor Pk is in scope(ri).

Records ri, rj at:
Number of overlap processors: m = |X ∩ Y |;
for gk ∈ X ∩ Y , processor Pk is in scope of both ri and rj ;

Resp(Pk, ri, rj) = true if gk = lth group in X ∩ Y ,
where l = (min(i, j)) mod m).

Groups

To exploit domain knowledge, we divide the records into
G semantically meaningful groups, g0, g1, ...gG. Each
record r (in the original dataset, or derived through
merges) belongs to one or more groups. (Note that the
buckets used in Section 4.1 had no semantic meaning, and
records could only be in one bucket.)

Figure 4 summarizes the scope and resp functions
we use with groups. As we can see, the scheme is
very simple: each group is assigned to one processor,
and one processor gets only one group. With buckets
(Section 4.1), the scope function ensured that any pair
of records ri, rj would show up at some processor for
comparison. With groups, there is no such guarantee: ri

and rj will be at a common processor only if they happen
to be in a common group. Hence, now it is the burden
of the semantic group assignment function to ensure that
if there is any chance that ri and rj may match, then
they should be assigned to some common group. This
property can be expressed as follows.

Group property: If two records (initial or merged) ri

and rj may match, they must be assigned to at least one
common group.

The above group property ensures that the coverage
property of Definition 3.1 holds (in spite of the triv-
ial scope function), so D-Swoosh correctly computes
ER(R). We now show how groups that satisfy this prop-
erty can be derived for common forms of domain knowl-
edge: value equality, hierarchies and linear ordering.

Value Equality

A common situation in ER is when pairs of matching
records share a common value for some attribute, which
we call the “equality” attribute. For instance, product
records may all have a “category” associated with them,
and two records may only match if they are in the same
category. For flexibility, records can have multiple values
for the equality attribute (e.g., a product may be a sporting
good and a clothing item). In this case, pairs of records
match if they share at least one value for the equality at-
tribute, in the spirit of canopies [15]. A merged record in-
herits the equality values of its source records (to ensure
representativity holds).

One possible strategy for value equality is to have one
group per value, e.g., one group for cameras, one for
DVDs, and so on. However, in some applications we may
have many category values, and hence we may need too
many groups/processors. Instead, a partition of the values
can be used to determine the groups. For instance, cam-
eras, MP3 players, etc. can go into one partition, while
shoes, shirts, jackets, etc. can go into another. The group
property continues to hold, as products in the same cat-
egory continue to be in the same group. The partition
can either be arbitrary, or semantically meaningful as in
our example. A semantic partition is advantageous if it
increases the chances that a multi-attribute record falls
within one group. For instance, with a semantic partition
that includes cameras and telephones, a camera phone will
be in one group; with an arbitrary partition, the camera
phone record may have to be sent to two processors.

Hierarchies

Another common form of domain knowledge is when the
values of some attribute, called the “hierarchy” attribute,
are related through a hierarchy. For example, vehicles
may be cars or trucks; Cars may be sedans, hatchbacks,
station-wagons, etc.; Trucks may be pick-up, vans, etc. A
pair of records may only match if one hierarchy attribute
is a descendant of the other. For instance, a sedan may
match a car, but not a truck. When two records match, the
merged record inherits the most general of the hierarchy
values (again, to ensure representativity). (If a record has
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no value for the hierarchy attribute, we can assign it the
root value.)

To handle hierarchies, we create one group gt for each
term t of the hierarchy. A record with value t gets as-
signed to group t, as well as to all groups gs where s is a
descendant of t in the hierarchy. To illustrate, a car record
will belong to the car and sedan groups; a sedan record
will only belong to the sedan group.

Linear Ordering

A last form of domain knowledge we consider here is a
linear ordering of what we call a “window” attribute. In
this scenario, two records may match only if their values
are within some window δ. For instance, product records
may have a price attribute, and records whose prices differ
by more than $50 cannot represent the same product. The
window size may also be relative to the values, e.g., one
price must be within some percentage of the other, or may
be determined based on the density of the records on the
window attribute, e.g., a product record may only match
with the n cheaper or more expensive records. Records
may also have multiple values for the window attribute, in
which case they may only match if at least one of the val-
ues for each of the records satisfy the window condition.

We form groups by dividing the range of window val-
ues into p partitions (recall that p is the number of proces-
sors and of groups). Say the ith partition has lower bound
Li (inclusive) and upper bound Li+1. Also, let δ be the
window size, i.e., two matching records must have win-
dow attribute values distant by less than or equal to δ. A
record r belongs to group gi if one of the r values for its
window attribute is in the interval [Li, Li+1 + δ).

Notice that if δ is small relative to the partition sizes
and records values for the window attribute are evenly
distributed, only a “few” records that happen to have val-
ues close to the boundaries are replicated. For instance,
if the boundaries are at prices 0, 1000, 2000, . . . dollars
and δ is $50, a record with price $1049 will be in two
groups, but a record with price $1050 (to $1999) will not
be replicated. As δ grows, more records are replicated,
into possibly more than two groups. For instance, if δ is
2000, a record with price $2500 is in three groups. Thus,
there is an interesting interplay between the application
parameters (range of values, window size) and the num-
ber of processors we may have available or we may need
to scale-up performance.

4.3 “Tuning” scope and resp

So far we have presented scope and responsible func-
tions that try to distribute records and responsibility “uni-
formly” across processors. However, in some cases that
may not be the best approach. For example, consider

three records r1, r2 and r3 that all match pairwise, and
will eventually be merged into record r123. In general,
each pair of initial matches will be discovered by dif-
ferent processors, e.g., P1 will generate 〈r1, r2〉 = r12,
P2 will generate 〈r1, r3〉 = r13, and P3 will generate
〈r2, r3〉 = r23. The new records will then be merged at
other processors, e.g., P4 will find 〈r12, r13〉 = r123, P5

will find 〈r12, r23〉 = r123, P6 will find 〈r23, r13〉 = r123.
Of course, some of these processors may be the same, and
such coincidences improve performance. For instance, if
P4 = P5, one useless generation of r123 is avoided. Sim-
ilarly, if P1 = P2 = P4 = P5, then r123 is found quickly
by P1 without any message delays. (The faster P1 propa-
gates +(r123), the more unnecessary comparisons we can
avoid.)

Our scope and resp functions differ in how they dis-
tribute records, and hence the number of “lucky coinci-
dences” like the ones illustrated above varies. As a mat-
ter of fact, in our experiments we will see that a scheme
like the full replication can do less work than Majority
because merges are disseminated faster and there is less
redundant work, even though the full replication is mak-
ing more copies of records than Majority is.

If we change how records are assigned to buckets, or if
we change the responsible function a bit, we may even be
able to increase the chances that the lucky coincidences
happen more often. For example, say a merged record
is assigned to buckets using the smallest identifier in its
lineage. In our example, r12 and r13 would fall in the
same bucket as r1. Since the scope of these three records
would be identical, this mapping increases the chances
that P4 = P1 and P5 = P1. We can increase the chances
further by not selecting the responsible processor ran-
domly. For instance, say processor Pk is responsible for
ri, rj if it is the processor with the smallest identifier that
is in both the scope of ri and of rj . With this additional
change, it is certain that P4 = P1 (P1 is the processor
with the smallest identifier in the scope of r12, and hence
it is also the smallest processor in the intersection of the
scopes of r12 and r13) and that P5 = P1. Thus, we ex-
pect that merges will be discovered “faster,” without as
many message exchanges. On the other hand, the load
may not be uniformly distributed (e.g., the processor with
the smallest identifier will tend to get more work), so each
alternative needs to be carefully evaluated.

When semantic knowledge is available, we can again
modify the scope and responsible functions to try to dis-
cover merges with fewer message delays. For example,
consider distance proximity, and some records that have
close values for their window attribute and lie close to a
partition boundary. In this case, it makes sense to have
one processor out of the ones that share that overlap re-
gion be responsible for comparisons, instead of having all
the processor share the load.
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5 Experiments

We implemented the D-Swoosh algorithm, and the vari-
ous choices of scope and resp functions discussed in the
previous sections, and conducted extensive experiments
on subsets of a comparison shopping dataset from Yahoo!
In this section, we describe our implementation and exper-
imental setting, and report the main findings of our exper-
iments. Additional results can be found in the extended
version of this paper [3].

5.1 Experimental Setting

We ran our experiments on subsets of a comparison shop-
ping dataset provided by Yahoo!. The dataset consists of
product records sent by merchants to appear on the Ya-
hoo! shopping site. It is about 6Gb in size, and contains
a very large array of products from many different ven-
dors. Such a large dataset must be (and is in practice) di-
vided into groups for processing. For our experiments we
extracted subsets of records of varying size (from 5,000
to 20,000), representing records with related keywords in
their titles (e.g., iPod, mp3, book, dvd). Each of these
smaller datasets represents a possible set of records that
must be resolved by one or more processors. If we are
modeling a scenario with no semantic knowledge, then all
records in the dataset must be compared. If we are consid-
ering a scenario where semantic knowledge is available,
the database can be further divided by category.

Our match function considers two attributes of the
product records, the title and the price. Titles are com-
pared using the Jaro-Winkler similarity measure [23], to
which a threshold t is applied to get a yes/no answer.
Prices are compared based on their numerical distance,
and match if one is within some percentage α of the other.
Two records match if both their titles and price match.
We experimented with different t and α values, and se-
lected ones that worked reasonably well with this data
(t = 0.95, α = 0.5). In one of our experiments (see
below) we vary t to model different applications where
more or fewer records would match. To merge pairs of
records, we simply took the union of distinct values for
each attribute.

We implemented a variant of the D-Swoosh algorithm
where processors work in rounds. During a round, a pro-
cessor compares all pairs of records received in the previ-
ous round (for which it is responsible), and sends out all
messages in a batch at the end of the round. Rounds are
advantageous because there are fewer context switches: a
processor can do more work without constantly sending
and receiving messages. Similarly, communication over-
head is lower because messages are batched. On the other
hand, working in rounds may be counter productive be-
cause merged records are propagated later in time, possi-

bly causing some redundant work at other processors. A
processor performs all comparisons it can with its local
records, and the round ends when all processors have no
more records to compare. It is possible to have shorter
rounds (and in the extreme the one-message-per-merge
approach of D-Swoosh), but we do not evaluate the op-
tions here due to space limitations.

Our code was run in an emulation environment where
it was easier to instrument. That is, instead of running the
code on distributed processors, we emulated the p proces-
sors within a single processor. When one emulated pro-
cessor completed its round, control was given to the next
processor, and so on. Messages were exchanged through
shared memory. The emulation environment kept track
of statistics like the number of comparisons performed by
each processor and the number of messages exchanged.
The emulation environment and the ER code were all im-
plemented in Java, and our experiments were run on a
quad processor server with AMD Opteron Dual Core pro-
cessors and 16GB of RAM.

To evaluate the performance of D-Swoosh, we use the
following metrics, which can be precisely evaluated in our
emulation environment.

• Aggregated computation: The main cost of ER is the
pairwise comparisons of records. Hence we estimate
the total computation cost by counting the overall
number of comparisons performed by all processors
across computation rounds. When multiple proces-
sors are used, this metric captures the overhead of
parallelism.

• Maximum Effort: In each round, processors wait for
the processor that performs the largest number of
comparisons. (Recall that all comparisons within a
round are done independently from the other proces-
sors.) Thus, the maximum number of comparisons
(over all processors) reflects the time a round would
take. If we sum these numbers over all rounds, we
get a value that reflects the total running time. We
call our metric “maximum effort” since its units is
comparisons and not seconds.

• Communication: We count the total number of mes-
sages (additions and deletions of records) exchanged
by the processors in each communication round, and
sum across all communication rounds to get the over-
all communication cost. We focus on the communi-
cation cost generated by the actual ER process, and
do not count the initial distribution of records to pro-
cessors, nor the gathering of the result after termina-
tion.

• Storage: We measure the maximum number of
records in the R′

i set of each processor during the
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emulation, and sum across all processors to get the
overall storage cost.

5.2 No Domain Knowledge

We start by studying the performance of the schemes we
presented in Section 4.1, which do not assume any form
of domain knowledge. We ran D-Swoosh on 5000 records
which all contain the string “iPod” in their title. All
the schemes compute the same ER result, which contains
3983 records. We compared the full replication, majority,
and grid schemes, while varying the number of processors
from 1 to 15.

Figure 5 gives the aggregated computational cost as
a function of the number of processors, for each of the
schemes. Note that the 12 million comparisons observed
for one processor corresponds to the number of compar-
isons performed by the sequential R-Swoosh algorithm.
As the number of processors grows, each of the schemes
starts performing redundant comparisons, even though
each unique comparison is the responsibility of one and
only one processor. Intuitively, the sequential R-Swoosh
algorithm is efficient because it is able to perform merges
and deletions as early as possible. This benefit is gradu-
ally lost as records are spread out randomly across proces-
sors, as discussed in Section 4.3. In the figure we observe
that the different distribution schemes generate quite dif-
ferent workloads, and that surprisingly the full replication
scheme does very well (with a higher storage cost, see be-
low).

Note that the vertical scale in Figure 5 starts at 12
million comparisons, so the extra work is not excessive.
In the worst case (majority, 15 processors) we perform
roughly double the number of comparisons. Of course, in
that case we have 15 processors that should be easily able
to accommodate the extra load.
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Figure 5: Aggregated computation cost for strategies
without domain knowledge

We now consider the maximum effort metric, which
captures the benefit of parallelism obtained from distribut-
ing ER across multiple processors. As shown by Fig-
ure 6, all schemes benefit from having more processors by
reducing the computational cost for each processor, and
therefore for the ER computation overall. The maximum
number of comparisons performed by a processor goes
down from 12 million for the sequential case, to about 2
million with 15 processors.

Again, the full replication scheme is the most efficient,
because all records are distributed to all processors. The
irregularity of the majority scheme is due to the fact that
the scheme works better for odd numbers of processors
than for even numbers. For low numbers of processors,
the grid scheme is slightly less efficient than the two oth-
ers because the processors on the diagonal of the grid per-
form less work than the others. This difference evens out
as the number of processors increases, hence the maxi-
mum effort of Grid converges towards that of the other
schemes.
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Figure 6: Maximum effort cost; no domain knowledge
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Figure 7: Storage cost; no domain knowledge
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Figure 7 gives the storage cost for each scheme as a
function of the number of processors. The full replica-
tion strategy sends every record to every processor, so its
storage cost grows linearly. In the majority scheme, ev-
ery record is sent to a majority of the processors, so the
storage cost also grows linearly. The grid scheme per-
forms much better, as the storage cost grows only propor-
tionally to

√
p. It is in fact the only scheme where the

storage requirements per processor decreases arbitrarily
as the number of processors increases.

Figure 8 gives the total number of messages exchanged
during ER, as a function of the number of processors, for
each of our schemes. Intuitively, there are two factors that
impact communication costs. More record replication im-
plies more communications, as merged records have to
be sent to more processors. On the other hand, as we
have discussed, replication may cause merges to occur
earlier, which reduces redundant work and unnecessary
communications. Because of this second factor, the full
replication scheme sends fewer messages than the major-
ity scheme, even though it incurs more replication. The
grid scheme is the best under the communication metric
since it strikes a better balance between replication and
avoiding redundant work.
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Figure 8: Communication cost; no domain knowledge

Our previous experiments all used the exact same
match function and produced the same final answer. By
varying the selectivity of the match function (t) we can
“simulate” different applications where more or fewer
records match. In Figure 9 we show the results of such
an experiment: we modify the threshold on the title simi-
larity, and measure, for a fixed number of processors (6),
the maximum effort and communication cost for all three
strategies. The results show that all schemes behave in
a similar fashion as the selectivity increases: The max-
imum effort decreases, because there are fewer merges,
and hence fewer records to compare, and the communi-
cation cost also decreases, as there are fewer messages to

propagate record creations and deletions. Similar results
are obtained by varying the price threshold. Also note
that the relative ordering of the schemes remains fixed.
Thus, this result (and others we obtained) suggest that the
strengths and weaknesses we have observed for the differ-
ent schemes would continue to hold in other application
domains.

Title Maximum effort cost
threshold Full replication Majority Grid

0.9 2886786 5318328 4752259
0.95 2716307 4209592 3864668
0.99 2605656 4083153 3620652
Title Communication cost

threshold Full replication Majority Grid
0.9 44485 53079 31053

0.95 23730 20932 13633
0.99 17545 15756 9798

Figure 9: Maximum effort and communication cost as a
function of selectivity

Although not reported here, we also experimented with
the lineage optimization (Section 3.2). The improvements
are not significant, at least for our product comparison ap-
plication. We suspect that lineage would be more help-
ful in applications with more matching records and with
larger “conglomerates” of matching records.

5.3 With Domain Knowledge

We now consider schemes with domain knowledge, and
focus here on linear ordering on the price and value equal-
ity on a product category field. We extend our match func-
tion so that only similar records (t = 0.95, α = 0.5) in
the same category can match. We use a new dataset that is
more heterogeneous and hence amenable to partitioning
by category: We extracted 5000 records which contain ei-
ther “iPod”, “mp3”, “dvd” or “book” in their title. These
records fall into a total of 37 product categories. (A prod-
uct is only in one category in our input data.)

For the linear ordering scheme we partition the total
price range into p groups corresponding to intervals of
equal size, and use α as the window size. For value equal-
ity, we partition at random (but as evenly as possible) the
37 categories into p groups. Note that some groups may
get one more category than another group, and that some
processors may get more popular categories. The same
is true with linear ordering: some price partitions may
have many more records than others. Also note that be-
cause our partition functions correspond exactly to checks
done by the match function, in this case all schemes (even
ones that do not exploit semantic knowledge) compute the
same result set, which in our case contains 4729 records.
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Figure 10 gives the maximum effort cost for both strate-
gies (as points), and the communication cost for value
equality (as bars, scale on the right vertical axis), as a
function of the number of processors. Because the cat-
egory of records is preserved through merges, groups re-
main disjoint, and the value equality scheme has no com-
munication cost.

When this data set is resolved on a single processor
that does not exploit domain knowledge, the total num-
ber of comparisons is 1.2 million. In Figure 10 we see
that a single processor can do much better with semantic
knowledge: fewer than 2 million comparisons with value
equality, and fewer than 4 million with linear ordering.

The maximum effort decreases as we add processors,
but notice that the improvements are not dramatic after a
few processors. In particular, for value equality there are
minimal gains beyond 4 processors. The main reason is
that processing load is not evenly distributed: there is a
high concentration of products in some small price ranges
and in some categories, so adding processors beyond a
handful does not help much.

Our results show that fully exploiting domain knowl-
edge may be tricky. One solution may be to adjust the
partitions: if value distributions are stable, and we know
the number of processors in advance, we may analyze the
data and determine good semantic partitions that even out
the load. Another possibility is to use a hybrid scheme,
e.g., using the grid scheme to distribute the work of heav-
ily loaded processors onto multiple processors.
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Figure 10: Parallel computation and communication costs
for domain knowledge schemes

Results obtained for other metrics are omitted here for
space reasons. To summarize, the storage cost of the value
equality scheme is essentially constant, as groups do not
overlap. For the linear ordering, it is proportional to the
window size α, and grows linearly with the number of
processors.

5.4 Scalability

To assess the scalability of our algorithms, we compared
performance on input datasets of different sizes. We
started by generating a 20,000-record set, using the same
title filters described in Section 5.3. We then generated
15,000, 10,000 and 5,000-record sets by removing records
from the first set, while maintaining the distribution of
records in the various price and category partitions. Thus,
roughly the same fraction of records appears in each cat-
egory (and price range) in all four datasets

To illustrate a scenario where domain knowledge
schemes miss matches, we return to our initial match
function that only compares titles and prices (t =
0.95, α = 0.5). Now records with differing category
fields may match, but these matches will be missed by the
value equality scheme (it only compares records within
one group).

In Figure 11 we show the maximum effort as a function
of the size of the initial dataset. The curve labeled “se-
quential” is for one processor; the other curves are for a
10-processor system using grid, linear ordering and value
equality schemes. (We also experimented with different
numbers of processors and the remaining strategies; the
results are analogous and not shown.)
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Figure 11: Maximum effort cost evolution with dataset
size (10 processors)

For all algorithms, the cost evolves quadratically with
the number of records, and this is an inherent charac-
teristic of ER. However, this evolution is much slower
for parallel strategies than for the sequential one, and the
gain from using parallelism increases with the size of the
dataset. Here, for 20,000 records, the maximal effort for
the grid and linear ordering schemes is less than 20% of
that for by the sequential scheme. That is, we expect the
grid and linear ordering scheme (with 10 processors) to
finish in a fifth of the time it would take one processor to
resolve the records.
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The value equality scheme performs even better than
the Grid and linear ordering, but there is a trade-off: be-
cause this scheme misses comparisons, it has lower recall.
To illustrate, Figure 12 gives the size of the final answer
for the different scenarios. The difference between the
grid/linear and the value equality columns represents the
number of records that value equality misses. The trade-
off illustrated here is typical of what practitioners face:
one can improve performance by pruning some compar-
isons and hence by reducing recall.

Initial records Grid/Linear Value equality
5000 4717 4729
10000 9057 9102
15000 13553 13620
20000 17109 17247

Figure 12: Effect of value equality on ER result size

Finally, note that the relative ordering of the schemes
in Figure 11 (and in other scalability experiments we con-
ducted) remains fixed. This fact suggests that our con-
clusions regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the
schemes will hold for datasets larger than what we were
able to consider in our study.

6 Related Work
Originally introduced by Newcombe et al. [17] as “record
linkage”, the ER problem was then studied under various
names, such as Merge/Purge [12], deduplication [19], ref-
erence reconciliation [9], object identification [20], and
others. Most approaches focus on the “matching” part,
i.e. accurately finding the records that represent the same
entities, using a variety of techniques, such as Fellegi &
Sunter’s probabilistic linkage rules [10], Bayesian net-
works [22], or clustering [16, 7]. Our approach encap-
sulates the outcome of such complex decision processes
into a Boolean match function that decides whether two
records represent the same entity or not. Iterative ap-
proaches [4, 9] identified the need for a “feedback loop”
that compare merged records in order to discover more
matches. Our approach eliminates redundant comparisons
by tightly integrating matches and merges.

“Blocking” techniques use domain knowledge to
prune the space of comparisons when performing ER.
Canopies [15] construct overlapping subsets of the
records similarly to our value equality scheme, and the
sorted neighborhoods of [12] is very similar to our linear
ordering scheme. An overview of such blocking methods
can be found in [1]. With the exception of [12], these ap-
proaches assume a single processor. [12]’s “band join”
parallelizes linear ordering like we do, but does not gen-
eralize to other forms of domain knowledge, and does not

consider merging records.
In the distributed computing literature, we mentioned

the connection of our “coverage condition”, which guar-
antees the correctness of D-Swoosh to the distributed mu-
tual exclusion problem [8], and schemes based on coter-
ies [11]. Our majority scheme is based on the well-known
principle of a quorum [21]. The grid scheme is a variant of
Maekawa’s construction in [14]. An important difference
is that coteries designed for mutual exclusion try to maxi-
mize the number of operating nodes [18] or their availabil-
ity [13]. By contrast, the coteries used in our strategies
distribute work across processors, and are optimal when
they minimize computation and communication.

Recently, Bilenko et al considered the ER problem on
a comparison shopping dataset from Google [5]. Their
focus is on continuously learning the appropriate match
function for records, and is therefore complementary
to our work, which focuses on executing matches and
merges efficiently.

7 Conclusion

Entity resolution is an important problem that arises in
many information integration scenarios. A lot of the
work to date has focused on how to achieve semanti-
cally accurate results, e.g., how to ensure that the resulting
records truly represent real-world entities in some appli-
cation domain. Instead, we have focused on the also im-
portant problem of performance: given accurate (or accu-
rate enough) match and merge functions, how can we dis-
tribute all the necessary work across multiple processors?
We presented several schemes for distributed ER, both ex-
ploiting and not exploiting domain knowledge. Surpris-
ingly, we discovered that simply minimizing the number
of record replicas is not enough: schemes that make more
copies may do better because they speed up the discovery
of matching records. We also discovered that exploiting
domain knowledge is tricky, as it requires a good distribu-
tion of records across semantic groups, and may involve
a trade-off between good performance and lowered recall
(missed answer records).
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